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New concepts

Nature\'s light manipulation strategies, especially those at the origin of bright structural colours, have fascinated humans for centuries. Typically, many arthropods display polarization sensitive iridescent colours for communication and aid in their camouflage against predators. This structural coloration usually contains hierarchical Bouligand-type structures that exhibit helical organization and periodic surface structure. Inspired by the beetle of *Chalcothea smaragdina*, here we demonstrated a scalable route for the manufacture of custom-tailored cellulose paper with a hierarchical photonic architecture: in particular, we combined the nanoscale self-assembly of cellulose nanocrystals with microscale surface grating-like structures, exhibiting dual structural colour that is derived from the helical matrix and circularly polarized light diffraction. Owing to the structural flexibility, the photonic band-gap of the cellulose matrix can be precisely controlled to couple with the diffraction peaks of the surface grating, giving rise to hierarchical photonic structures with strong grating efficiency. The current communication is particularly important to understand how hierarchy affects the properties of chiral light--matter interactions in living organisms, not only providing inspiration for designing bio-mimetic artificial counterparts, but also allowing further understanding of their biological significance in nature.

Introduction
============

Colours play essential roles in the evolution and survival of plants and animals.[@cit1] Depending on the basic optical mechanism, colours and colour appearance in living creatures can be classified into three classes: absorption, bioluminescence and interference. These mechanisms, alone or combined, generate the palette of the colourful biological world.[@cit2] While the first two mechanisms strongly rely on the chemical composition of the molecules that compose the organisms, structural colour is mainly the result of light interference in approximately micro- or nanometre-scaled periodic structures.[@cit3] Some of the photonic structures in nature are chiral, namely, the organization of bio-derived building blocks in plants or insects is spatially assembled to form a helicoid architecture, known as a Bouligand structure or a twisted plywood structure.[@cit4],[@cit5] The attractive feature of this chiral structure is its circular polarized light--matter interaction, which selectively reflects the circularly polarized light with the same handedness, whereas light with opposite handedness is transmitted and experiences no phase change.[@cit6] Apart from helicoid ordering, the origin of such brilliant chiral structural colours in natural materials is quite complex: they are often organised into hierarchical architectures and combined with other optical materials such as pigments to enhance or modulate their response, leading to vivid colours which perform signalling functions within or between species.[@cit7]--[@cit9] For example, in the fruit of *Pollia condensata*, the colour is originated by the helical organization of cellulose fibrils with a spherical geometry on top of a layer of brown tannin pigments, which exhibits intense blue colour reflection.[@cit10] In other cases such as scarab beetle *Chalcothea smaragdina*, the metallic green colour appearance results from the combination of helical fibrous chitin with periodic blazed diffraction grating-like surface structures, yielding morphology-induced light scattering as well as helical matrix derived structural colour, named as multiple photonic--photonic colour mixing.[@cit11] Knowledge of the interplay between the morphology, composition and optical appearance of biological photonic systems can provide inspiration for novel artificial photonic materials with a wide range of applications.[@cit12]--[@cit14]

Cellulose is an inexhaustible biopolymer on earth that can be easily found in plants and bacteria.[@cit15],[@cit16] When the bulk cellulose material is subjected to controlled sulfuric acid assisted hydrolysis, it transforms into a well-defined rigid rod-like morphology with excellent dispersibility in water.[@cit17],[@cit18] The residues are termed as cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs). It is well known that CNCs can self-assemble into a chiral nematic liquid crystal phase with its ordering preserved in a solid film after evaporation, producing vivid structural colour as observed in plants and certain animals when its helical pitch is on the order of the visible light wavelength.[@cit19]--[@cit21] Up to now, copious studies on CNC liquid crystals have been presented from the perspective of their templating,[@cit22],[@cit23] colloidal assembly,[@cit24]--[@cit27] drying dynamics[@cit28]--[@cit30] and optical coupling with guest nanoparticles,[@cit31]--[@cit34] however, their potential uses as building blocks to fabricate periodic grating-like surface patterned films which have programmable photonic--photonic couplings still remain relatively unexplored, *i.e.*, two spatial structures with different scales (micro and nano) coexist and modulate the light independently, showing hierarchical photonic structures.

The mimicry of biological species to produce photonic materials has raised increasing interest in the scientific community. However, the edge of knowledge in this research topic is today settled by the limitation that scientists face in the fabrication of materials with similar structural complexity to biological nanostructures. In fact, the fabrication of nano-scale structures on large area with additional control on their micro-scale morphology is very demanding. Drawing inspiration from *Chalcothea smaragdina*, here we develop a hierarchical structured photonic paper that contains both chiral nematic organization of a CNC matrix and periodic grating lines on its surface, showing dual photonic colours. The patterned photonic film is prepared by confining the CNC suspension into highly aligned microgrooves through soft nanoimprinting lithography followed by evaporation induced self-assembly processes. After drying, these films are peeled off from the template with highly ordered grating lines imprinted onto the lower surface of the films, showing precisely controlled microstructures not only with a surface morphology but also with a bulk phase with deformed helical organization.[@cit35] In particular, we describe that tuning the composition of initial CNC ink can be used to manipulate the photonic band-gap in the helical matrix which couples with diffraction derived from surface grating lines, showing programmable photonic--photonic colour mixing in reflection mode and affecting the diffuse appearance of the dual photonic paper. These bio-inspired films offer a convenient opportunity for the production of coupled photonic structures with complex polarization control, which may be of value in advanced optical devices.

Results and discussion
======================

The CNC used in this study was produced by sulfuric acid hydrolysis of bleached cotton pulp, which exhibited rod-like morphology with an average length and diameter of 300 nm and 16 nm, respectively (Fig. S1, ESI[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). Before drying, the as prepared CNC colloid suspension was diluted to the desired concentration (5.0 wt%, zeta potential --53 mV) and mixed with varying amounts of water-soluble polymers (polyvinyl alcohol, PVA) to generate homogeneous mixtures without disrupting the ability of the CNC to form the chiral nematic phase. Then, these mixtures were cast onto a hydrophilic polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) template with periodic surface microgrooves ([Fig. 1a](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). After evaporation, iridescent composite films were obtained with vivid structural colour, which were tunable from blue to green and red, due to the increase of helical pitch ([Fig. 1b](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Finally, a centimetre-scaled composite film (3 × 5 cm^2^) was carefully peeled off from the template with a Janus layer, *i.e.*, a film with an upper smooth surface and a bottom patterned surface. This chiral nematic patterned film was denoted as CNPF which revealed rainbow-like bistructural colour and high mechanical strength (Fig. S2 and S3, ESI[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}).

![(a) Schematic of a soft lithography fabrication method to generate freestanding CNPF by using patterned PDMS sheets as the template. (b) Photographs of CNPF1--3 with varying structural colour from blue to red. (c) Reflection POM image of CNPF3 where the surface concavity edge appears red while the central region appears dark. (d) Reflection optical image of CNPF3 in the same area but without polarizers, revealing a dark surface concavity edge and a bright central region. (e) Experimental image analysis of the polarized and nonpolarized optical image for CNPF3, respectively, showing the fluctuation in the stripe area that confirms the optical switching between the surface concavity edge and the centre. (f) Schematic of the polarization rotation caused by a double reflection inside the concavity, which rotates the polarized light by an angle of 2*φ*.](c9mh01485c-f1){#fig1}

In order to test the influence of surface topography on CNPF, the optical details were first obtained from polarized optical microscopy (POM) images in reflection mode. For normal light incidence, when the sample was placed between crossed polarizers, it exhibited alternately dark and bright stripes with the width of dark stripes similar to the grating distance. However, removing the polarizers led to a reverse of the optical pattern compared with crossed polarizers, namely, the center of the grating line concavity turned bright while the edge of the stripes became dark ([Fig. 1c--e](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). This phenomenon is a result of the geometry induced double reflection and polarization rotation.[@cit36] In a regular reflection mode without polarizers, light from the cavity center is directly reflected with the strongest reflection intensity, while at the grating line edge retro-reflection of incident light occurs by double reflection off the cavity multilayer. On the other hand, if the incident light is linearly polarized with angle *φ* to the initial incident plane, it will be retro-reflected by the double bounce and undergoes a polarization rotation of 2*φ* at each interface ([Fig. 1f](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, under crossed polarization state light reflected off the center of the grating line is suppressed, whereas only retro-reflected light from the grating line edges passes through the analyzer and is detected.[@cit37] Besides, for the transmission mode the optical images of the same sample showed no sign of reversing dark and bright stripes (Fig. S4, ESI[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}), indicative of lacking double reflection and polarization rotation.

Visually, as well as by large area optical microscopy and small area scanning electron microscopy (SEM) tests, the chiral nematic patterned film showed periodic grating lines that fully replicate the microstructure of the template ([Fig. 2a and b](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). [Fig. 2c](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows the low magnification SEM image of CNPF3 with an oblique view of the film which shows three different parts, *i.e.*, a periodic surface grating region, the interface between the surface and the bulk and an extensive periodic bulk phase. Looking at the cross sections, a deformed helical layered structure was present near its patterned surface where the helix axis of the CNC remained parallel to the curved surface ([Fig. 2d](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), implying the planar anchoring of the CNC at the water--PDMS interface during evaporation. At the nanoscale, CNC nanorods in bulk phase were rotated in a counter-clockwise direction, giving rise to a long-range helical structure ([Fig. 2e](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The distance between two adjacent layers was termed as the helical pitch for a chiral nematic structure, which was 195, 365 and 475 nm for CNPF1--3, as estimated by SEM analysis (Fig. S5, ESI[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). Surface profiles of the CNPF samples demonstrated a groove depth of 275 nm and a grating distance of 2.5 μm as observed in atomic force microscopy (AFM) images (Fig. S6, ESI[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}), similar to the surface profile of the PDMS template (260 nm and 2.4 μm, respectively). Besides, tuning the surface profile of the PDMS template by controlled plasma treatment could also manipulate the surface morphology of the corresponding CNPF composites (Tables S1 and S2, ESI[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). All of these data above clearly displayed the coexistence of hierarchical micro- and nanoscale features with the periodic surface grating lines and chiral nematic organization ([Fig. 2f](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Previous reports demonstrated that an individual CNC could be highly aligned into the microgrooves of the PDMS template with periodic line arrangement.[@cit38] Through evaporation, due to the elastic interplays between a liquid crystalline CNC and a PDMS template, the patterned template will deform the interface of liquid crystals into a hilly topography, with each hill accommodating a chiral nematic spiral, generating a nontrivial interfacial curvature with bend-splay orientation distortions along the template surface.[@cit39],[@cit40] In the end, this deformed helical ordering will be preserved as a solid film, with the distance and amplitude of these grating lines imprinted and determined by the PDMS template.[@cit35]

![(a) POM image of CNPF2 in transmission mode which shows strong birefringent colour along with periodic parallel striations. (b) Top view SEM image of CNPF3 with low magnification that shows surface grating. (c) Oblique view of a cracked sample of CNPF3 with three different districts. (d) Side view SEM image of cracked CNPF3 composites which focuses on the CNC--PDMS interface. (e) Side view SEM image of the fracture in CNPF3 at high magnification which reveals the anti-clockwise rotation of CNC organization. The inset arrow shows the rotation direction of CNCs. (f) Sketch of the pitch-splay and layer undulation at the PDMS--CNC interface during an evaporation process.](c9mh01485c-f2){#fig2}

In the chiral nematic film, the position of its photonic band-gap is optically tunable from UV-blue to visible regions by tuning the helical pitch.[@cit20] By changing the CNC--PVA composition in its initial ink, we can easily manipulate the helix derived photonic band-gap in CNPF.[@cit41][Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows the reflection spectra of CNPF1--3 consisting of varied photonic--photonic coupling. A series of photonic band-gaps were obtained with their positions centered at 297, 562 and 722 nm, respectively, which resulted from the increase of helical pitch, typical for the chiral nematic organization. For the sample of CNPF2 and CNPF3, a double-peak spectral feature was observed in the UV-blue range centered at 245 and 300 nm, which resulted from the surface grating line induced photonic structure and almost remained constant without the influence of the surface morphology (also confirmed by a chiral nematic-free patterned CNC film, Fig. S7 and S8, ESI[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). When the photonic band-gap in the host CNC matrix was blue-shifted to smaller wavelength (from 722 to 297 nm), there occurred a strong photonic--photonic coupling between the CNC matrix and surface grating lines, leading to an enhanced coupled optical signal with vivid blue structural colour appearance (see Fig. S2, ESI[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). Hence, both the chiral nematic ordering in the bulk CNC phase and surface grating lines on the film surface can individually be termed as a photonic crystal, showing programmable photonic--photonic coupling. More interestingly, the optical property of the CNPF film could be further tuned by varying the light incident angle (Fig. S9, ESI[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). During the increase of rotation angle, the photonic band-gaps of these two samples were blue-shifted to smaller wavelength which could be attributed to changes in diffraction related to incidence angles. However, the band-gap shifting in CNPF2 showed a monotonic linear relationship whereas the peak shifting in CNPF1 followed a non-linear trend, which implied that the photonic--photonic coupling between the helical matrix and surface gratings exhibited strong influences on the angle-dependence spectra behaviour.

![UV-Vis spectra of CNPF1--3 at normal incidence with varying photonic--photonic coupling. The inset shows the magnified UV spectra of CWF2 and 3 at a short wavelength (200--400 nm) which highlights the surface grating induced double-peak spectra.](c9mh01485c-f3){#fig3}

To quantify the diffraction induced photonic property in CNPF, angle-resolved scattering measurements were performed ([Fig. 4a](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). The set-up contained a broadband deuterium-halogen light source (mod. DH-2000, Ocean Optics) for a fixed incident light beam (incident angle: 35°), a rotating sample stage and a rotating detector. The output beam was first collimated by a quartz lens, giving rise to a spot size of 3 mm on the sample surface. Then, the light diffused signal was collected by a multimode optical fibre on a rotation stage. The reflected and scattered light was detected at varying detection angles between 0° and 70° in 2.5° steps. [Fig. 4b--h](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} exhibit the diffraction results for the sample of CNPF1, 2 and their corresponding grating-free reference (REF) samples. For patterned samples, the presence of surface grating lines generated a series of diffraction peaks in different angular directions, thus, resulting in the first, second and third-order diffractions which located in a wide range of angles, a characteristic of grating-derived iridescence ([Fig. 4b and e](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Compared with a CNPF sample, the scattering orders in REF resulting due to the surface topography were not obvious, and they only demonstrated a broad scattering band at 0° which was ascribed to the zero-order reflection with the highest intensity located at their corresponding photonic band-gaps ([Fig. 4c and f](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). As a 1D photonic crystal, the optical property in the chiral nematic structure itself is angle-dependent.[@cit42] During scattering measurement, illumination at an oblique angle leads to iridescence manifested as a blue-shift in the reflected structural colour with the Bragg reflection peak given by *λ* = *n*~avg~*P* sin *θ*, where *n*~avg~ and *P* are the refractive index and helical pitch, respectively, and *θ* is the angle between the incident direction and the helical axis.[@cit43] Therefore, the zero-order reflection bands in CNPF and REF showed the strongest scattering intensity at the position of the photonic band-gap and then decreased to further wavelengths due to the increasing incident angle.

![(a) Schematic representation of the measurement geometry and optical set-up. Two-dimensional scattering maps of CNPF1 (b), REF1 (c), CNPF2 (e) and REF2 (f) exhibit the angle-resolved scattering intensities which are strongly influenced by programmable photonic--photonic coupling. Bands containing zero-order reflections are marked by stars. (d and g) Comparisons of the angle dependent scattered light intensity between CNPF1 and 2 and their REF samples. Plots are obtained as horizontal profiles of the corresponding maps shown at 280 nm (b) and 480 nm (e), respectively. (h) Calculated ratio between the angular full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the reflected beam from patterned samples (FWHM~CNPFs~) and the one from the REF samples (FWHM~REF~) for samples CNPF1, CNPF2 and CNPF3, respectively.](c9mh01485c-f4){#fig4}

In addition, we found that the interplay between the helical CNC matrix and imprinted surface gratings could provide dramatic effects on the resulting scattering properties. A significant increase of the reflection and diffraction in CNPF1 was achieved by shifting the band-gap toward the UV-blue spectral band. The specular reflectivity at 280 nm was enhanced by 2 factors in CNPF1 compared to the pattern-free one ([Fig. 4d](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), whereas for CNPF2 and CNPF3 the addition of surface gratings did not affect the reflection peaks at 480 and 630 nm, respectively ([Fig. 4g](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and Fig. S10, ESI[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). Calculations of the first-order diffraction efficiency for CNPF1 and CNPF2 were 0.47 and 0.12, respectively, demonstrating an effective boosting of optical properties in hierarchical photonic structures in CNPF1 through the interplay of photonic--photonic coupling. As a consequence, we concluded that the chiral nematic photonic band-gap could enhance the iridescence response that derived from the periodic surface grating lines. The ensemble structural colour appearance is attributed to the sum of the scattered helicoidal photonic reflections with additional interference resulting from the periodic surface topography.[@cit44] Interestingly, the presence of the photonic--photonic coupling between the grating structure and the helical matrix also decreased the angular width of the reflectance peak in CNPF1, whereas the bandwidth was almost unchanged in samples of CNPF2 and CNPF3 ([Fig. 4h](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). The total angular distribution of the light intensity reflected from CNPF samples was the result of the convolution of the angular distribution of the intensity reflected by the bulk CNC cholesteric structures and surface diffraction grating. The latter generated a characteristic angular distribution of the intensity of the reflected light composed by consecutive intensity maxima and minima, whose separation depended on the wavelength of light and the periodic grating period.[@cit45] While for CNPF2 and CNPF3 the first diffraction order was well separated from the zero order (helical induced photonic band-gap) peak, for CNPF1 the first diffraction order was within the angular width of the reflected light beam. This in turn led to a decrease of the intensity of light between the zero and the first diffraction order, in correspondence with the first intensity minimum of the diffracted light pattern, thus determining a decrease in the angular width of the zero order diffracted beam.

In nature, the green colour appearance of *Chalcothea smaragdina* is anticipated to be used as protective coloration and aids in its camouflage against predators.[@cit11] The beetle is visibly vivid green when observed through a left-handed circularly polarized (LCP) filter and totally loses its characteristic bright green reflection under a right-handed circularly polarized (RCP) filter, exhibiting selective reflection of the LCP light exclusively, which is due to the anticlockwise rotation of helicoidal chitin fibrils within the beetle\'s elytron exocuticle ([Fig. 5a](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). The measured average pitch and refractive index of the helicoid beetle cuticle are about 340 nm and 1.647, respectively. Thus, a helical structure derived Bragg reflection occurs at 560 nm in normal incidence which fits well with its saturated green colour appearance. On the other hand, the surface structure of the beetle exocuticle reveals parallel surface striations that possess a fine irregular sawtooth-shaped profile parallel to the surface plane ([Fig. 5b](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). And the beetle surface topography is further explored to show a quasi-regular surface periodicity manifested by a distinct acclivity and declivity at the edge of the striation, forming a step structure similar to a blazed grating structure ([Fig. 5b](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, inset).[@cit11] The measured spacing between neighbouring striations is 5.07 μm with a blaze angle *θ*~b~ of 3.1°. The blaze angle is optimized with maximum efficiency for all the incident light, which gives rise to the metallic appearance of the beetle exocuticle. The grating equation for the reflective blazed grating can be found as: *d*(sin *α* + sin *β*) = *mλ*, where *α* and *β* are the incidence and diffraction angles, respectively, *d* is the periodicity of the grating lines, *λ* is the diffracted incident light wavelength and *m* is the diffraction order ([Fig. 5c](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). In particular, if the incidence angle and diffraction angle are identical (*α* = *β* = *θ*~b~) which refers to a specific geometry for blazed grating named as the Littrow configuration, the grating equation can be transformed into 2*d* sin *θ*~b~ = *mλ*.[@cit46] The grating efficiency of the Littrow configuration is mainly dependent on the most intense order (*m* = 1), thus, the light wavelength for which scattering is optimized in *Chalcothea smaragdina* is calculated as 548 nm, coinciding with a green spectral range and overlapping with the reflection peak of an internal helical structure. The dual structural coloration in *Chalcothea smaragdina* is therefore the result of the combination of helical matrix derived photonic colour and surface blade grating induced interference of reflected light, creating an additive effect on the sum colour appearance and leading to strong photonic--photonic coupling.

![(a) Photographs of the beetle *Chalcothea smaragdina* captured in a LCP (left) and a RCP (right) filter, respectively. (b) SEM image of the periodic surface structure for the beetle. The inset represents the AFM surface profile of the beetle surface, which reveals a blazed grating surface topography. (c) Schematic representation of the polarization-selective surface blazed grating for the beetle exocuticle in which the diffracted LCP light generates constructive interference, whereas for the Littrow configuration (purple lines) the incidence angle and diffraction angle are identical, leading to a special specular reflection. (d) Photographs of CNPF2 captured using a LCP (left) and a RCP (right) filter, respectively. (e) Three-dimensional AFM image of CNPF2 that exhibits a smooth sinusoidal surface profile. (f) Schematic description of the chiral nematic ordered holographic surface grating with selective constructive interference for LCP light. (g and h) LCP and RCP reflectance spectra for the beetle of Chalcothea smaragdina (g) and CNPF2 (h), respectively. (i) Photographs of CNPF1 with strong photonic--photonic coupling captured in a LCP and RCP filter. (a), (b) and (g) were adopted with permission from [@cit11].](c9mh01485c-f5){#fig5}

To better compare the similarities and differences (structure and optics) between *Chalcothea smaragdina* and our mimetic patterned sample, we choose CNPF2 with the same green structural colour appearance that has both periodic surface topography and a helicoidal ultrastructure. In agreement with the circularly polarized response associated with the beetle, upon illumination the captured photographs of CNPF2 exhibit bright green appearance under a LCP filter which completely extinguishes through a RCP filter, indicative of the selective reflection of circularly polarized light and optical scattering from the sample ([Fig. 5d](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Closer inspection of the film surface by AFM images reveals a 3D sinusoidal surface pattern with a smooth profile ([Fig. 5e](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}), which can be classified into holographic grating, responsible for a diffraction-induced rainbow-like appearance in an oblique view (Fig. S11, ESI[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). Blazed gratings can offer extremely high diffraction efficiency at the designed wavelength, whilst they suffer from periodic optical errors and ghosts.[@cit46] When compared with the blazed gratings, the holographic grating can reduce and eliminate these errors, only with the drawback of reduced diffraction efficiency. According to the grating equation *d*(sin *θ*~i~ -- sin *θ*~d~) = *mλ*, *θ*~i~ and *θ*~d~ are the incidence and diffraction angles, respectively.[@cit47] When the incident light with a wavelength of *λ* impinges on the grating surface at a given value of *θ*~i~, the diffracted light scatters in different angular directions with constructive interference ([Fig. 5f](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). The scattering maps of CNPF2 for circularly polarized light diffractions showed that the diffracted signals remained strong under LCP illumination while being almost extinguished under RCP illumination (Fig. S12, ESI[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}), which exhibited a close agreement with the circularly polarized optical images. In both cases, *Chalcothea smaragdina* with blazed grating and CNPF2 with holographic grating, the diffractive scattering resulting due to the patterned chiral nematic structure reflects a half proportion of incident light with LCP handedness away from the grating surface while the remaining with RCP state is transmitted. As a result, the scatterings imparted by surface topography (blade or sinusoidal) can be switched on/off under different circularly polarized illuminations, displaying vivid colour appearance only with LCP light.

Furthermore, we also presented the circularly polarized spectral comparison of *Chalcothea smaragdina* and the sample of CNPF2. Typically, the LCP specular reflection spectrum derived from the beetle surface showed a pronounced double-peak photonic band-gap with the principal reflection peak centred at 565 nm and less intense feature at 585 nm, which was due to the pitch undulations of helicoid structures. Meanwhile, the RCP spectrum exhibited an absence of distinguishable optical features, implying the extinction of RCP reflection ([Fig. 5g](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). It should be noted that the surface blazed grating induced reflection feature also vanished during RCP measurement which proved the LCP state of reflected light under Littrow configuration, showing full photonic--photonic coupling inside the dual photonic structures. By contrast, the reflection spectrum of CNPF2 exhibited a distinct peak reflectance at 506 nm for LCP light, which was significantly suppressed under RCP measurement ([Fig. 5h](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}), which resulted from the left-handed chiral nematic CNC matrix. Unlike *Chalcothea smaragdina*, the surface grating induced reflection peaks in CNPF2 were located at the UV-blue spectral range (245 and 300 nm, see [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), far away from its corresponding helicoid derived photonic band-gap and lacking photonic--photonic coupling. However, blue shifting the photonic band-gap led to a strong coupling effect between the helicoid organized CNCs and holographic surface grating, showing saturated blue colour appearance (Fig. S2, ESI[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). This metallic blue structural colouration was attributed to the combination of helicoid matrix and surface grating induced photonic coupling, which was sensitive to both the circular polarization state and incident angle of light illumination ([Fig. 5i](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} and Fig. S13, ESI[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). It should be pointed out that the blue structural colouration totally extinguished and became transparent under a RCP filter, implying that the surface grating induced diffuse appearance was fully coupled with helical photonic band-gaps and kept in a circular polarization state, similar to the colouring mechanism of the beetle exocuticle.

Conclusions
===========

In conclusion, here we have studied the chiral nematic organization and surface topography relations governing dual structural colorations in a CNPF sample, showing the possibility to engineer photonic colour in a custom-made cellulose paper by patterning the liquid crystalline CNCs. Our observations shed light on the colour appearance of CNPF arising from the selective Bragg reflection as well as further scattering of LCP light which related to the hierarchical structure, presenting programmable photonic--photonic coupling similar to the exocuticle of *Chalcothea smaragdina*. In addition, because of the 3D sinusoidal fluctuation on the film surface and tuneable chiral anisotropic bulk phase in the matrix, the reflected light underwent a polarization rotation along with a directional sensitive constructive interference. We believe that the present finding of nanoimprinting a self-assembled CNC helicoid with a precise spatial structure (micro- and nanoscopic scales) will provide knowledge regarding the designing and fabrication of future metamaterials and metasurfaces with cost-effective and eco-friendly procedures, which can also be introduced into other self-organized systems, *e.g.*, block-*co*-polymers, liquid crystal colloids and functional nanoparticles.
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